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Expert System used on Heating Processes
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1. Introduction
The expert systems are numerical structures of regulating and automat control using an operation system, a programming environment and a series of execution organs that fulfill promptly the commands of the expert systems.
The thermal system represents the totality of the equipment and parameters of the thermal process concerning at the achieving of a heating region according to the technological conditions and these of the material to be processed.
The link between the expert system and the thermal system can be done through a logic and physic interface materialised in an algorythm and a hardware component. The relation between the two systems is that the expert system determines the thermal system, because the first is based on knowledge, professional experience (of human factor who build it!), as well as a logic reasoning, while the second is the necessary and sufficient infrastructure enabling the relation between the two systems (equipment, command elements, measurement apparatus etc.).

2. Industrial systems assisted by expert systems
An expert system undertakes a human problem of which solutions can be logically determined by a natural deductive system (natural system based on a series of solid knowledge) and codes it with the help of a computer. It results in this manner a software component that interprets the logical solution and transforms it into a codes solution. If all this process takes place in its expected order, then one can foresee the expected results.
The relevance of these systems results from the fact that the economy of energy is a priority for the human society, especially for Romania. The proposal estimates economies of resources up to 25 % on the assembly of the processing industry of metallic and non-metallic materials.
There is a present tendency in the development of industrial processes of thermal processing of materials, consisting in the computer assisting of processes and heating equipment, expressed here by the shape of thermal systems.
An another national preoccupation refers to the integration of the thermal processes among other fabrication processes by computer assisting.
The proposed expert system is a software instrument for the automate command of a heating system, with modern means, by processing the specific knowledge and expertise in the field. The automate planning of the technological process supposes the integration of the
entire production process, integration between the constructive designing, computer aided-CAD, and the computer aided fabrication designing CAM, through a designing system of the technological process – CAPP. The system is an interactive medium, modern and efficient in view of technologies designing.

The system of planning of the technological process enable the rapid processing of knowledge, achieving a simple and efficient dialog with the user, the control and management of a great quantity of dots and necessary knowledge, the adequate representation of information of geometric and technical type.

The main goal is the implementation, in Romania, of this modern solution on international level for command, control and programming of the thermal equipment used in materials processing, in view to enabling economical revamping of the Romanian economic agents, by increasing the products quality and enabling a true competitiveness during UE integration, to ensure the stability on internal market and real succes in European competition.

The expert systems (figure 1) are numerical structures of regulating and automat control using an operation system, a programming environment and a series of execution organs that fulfill promptly the commands of the expert systems.

Fig. 1. The expert system.

Knowledge accumulation – specific for the field (in the shape of rules and laws), gathered by an expert and associated with the problem.

Database – relevant information, history, statistics, components, coefficients etc.

Analysis, command – analysis the rules, laws together with the actions of the user for the determination of the new conditions of identification of the possible solutions. The system will react in the field of the problem being based on the data base and using the input data from the final user.

The user interface – ensures the link between the expert system and user and designed in such a manner than to offer explanations of the system actions.

The heating system (figure 2) represents the totality of the equipment and parameters of the thermal process concerning at the achieving of a heating region according to the technological conditions and these of the material to be processed.

The power source SP can be constituted in a steady state convertor type M3, ensuring a three phase supplying of the thermal system with a continuum voltage.
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Heating elements R ensures the temperature of the thermal process according to the technological needs. Measurement amplifiers A1, A2 used to increase the signals power from the temperature transducers.

The link between the expert system and the thermal system can be done through a logic and physic interface materialised in an algorithm and a hardware component. The relation between the two systems is that the expert system determines the thermal system, because the first is based on knowledge, professional experience (of human factor who build it!), as well as a logic reasoning, while the second is the necessary and sufficient infrastructure enabling the relation between the two systems (equipment, command elements, measurement apparatus etc.).

The variant A (figure 3) represents an expert system OFF-LINE type, the computer is not connected directly to the process and the exchange of data between the computer and the process is established by means of an operator. The computer receives information about the process by means of the operator that introduces the dates and following the processing the operator gets the results of the calculus and applies them in a manual manner in the process. In this case the computer is “off-line” (outside the line). The input dates referring to the process can be taken completely manual or in an automatic way. Such an expert system can be used in places when the delays do not matter and where the dates handling is not expressive.
The variant B (figure 4) represents an expert system of IN-LINE type: in the case of this kind of connecting the operator introduces dates concerning the process, directly in the computer, rapidly with the process, introduces in the computer can be processed immediately and the results are manually applied by the operator. In this type of expert system, as in the “off-line” one the information from the computer exists as shown as a typed message or on a display.

Fig. 4. The expert system IN-LINE type.

The variant C (figure 5) is an expert system of “ON-LINE” type: an expert system connected physically with the process so it gets information physically with the process so it gets information without human intervention and without delay. The computer can get information directly from the process through its peripheries. In this case the computer works “on-line”. The “on-line” system sends information from the process to the computer memory without immediately processing information, in a compulsory manner. When the processing of “on-line” sent information takes place immediately, during the process, the system is named “on line” in real time.

Fig. 5. The expert system ON-LINE type.
The output dates given by the computer after processing the inputs can be applied manually or directly to the process regulating devices. In the case of output dates transmission as messages and the decisions of commanding the regulation devices of the process, the system is named “on line” in open circuit, the computer operates in a regime “guide-operator”, in the quality of process conduction consultant.

The variant taken into consideration is D (figure 6) because it shows the most advantages way of conducting because it can be implements on an existing conventional automation structure and in the case at failure of the computer the conduction of the process can be done with conventional equipments.

Fig. 6. The expert system ON-LINE type in closed circuit.

In the case there is no need of human intervention, the conduction actions are estimated by the computer and applied directly in the process, the system is called “ON LINE” in closed circuit.

3. Expert system designed for heating processes

The novel degree and the originality of such equipment consists in the regulation method that will be used as a combination between the variation of the quantity of energy in the heating elements and the variation of the connecting time of them as well as the replacing of the command of the thermal system, type “all or nothing” with a command with continuous regulation, ensuring in this way the growing of reliability and life duration of the thermal system.

In the figure 7 is shown the block scheme of on expert system of command of a thermal system is given; it is supplied at the industrial power network 380V, 50Hz and it has as a measurement parameter the temperature.

The power source SP can be constituted in a steady state convertor type M3, ensuring a three phase supplying of the thermal system with a continuum voltage.

IBM – PC represents a personal computer, compatible IBM, that has the role of numeric regulator and achieves it by the software component.

The parallel programmable interface IPP has as a purpose the expanding of the number of outputs available on the parallel standard interface LPT of a computer compatible IBM-PC. Given the necessity of existence of two parallel parts of 8 bytes, for data exchange with the block D/A and A/D, as well as a part for commands, for configurating the system, one can use a specialized circuit in the INTEL family.
The block of digital-analogic conversion D/A has as a purpose the supplied at its output of an electric signal (voltage or current), proportional with the numeric expression received at the output. In this case, through the foreseen channel in the block scheme, the block D/A receive from the IBM-PC system a numeric value and supplies at the output a continuum voltage ranging between 0-10V, necessary for the command of the power source SP.

Fig. 7. The expert system for heating system programming.

The block of analogic-digital conversion A/D supplies at the output a number in binary representation, proportional with the analogical measure from the output. The convention A/D supposed the superposition of the input signal at two operations: sampling and quanting. The first operating defines the temporal aspect of the conversion and the way of taking the sample and the second defines even the way of obtaining of the numeric equivalent of the analogue measure.

The block of analogic multiplexing AMUX has the role to enable the reception of ware electric signals on a single channel, it actually achieves a time partitioning of the input channel of the block A/D. The analogic multiplying operating needs commutation devices to direct the useful signal on a desire channel. In a simple variant the analogic swich can be assimilating with a rotative switch with a position or with an ensemble of n swiches one being closed during the other stay opened.

Measurement amplifiers A1, A2 – the majority of the expert system working with analogic dates work with high level tension signals (0..5V, 0..10V), but not always the transducers used (in the case of measuring some non-electrical measures) can supply such signals. It appears the necessity of amplifying the signals supplied towards the expert system up to values compatible to these it is able to read as input data. For solving this problem the measure amplifiers are being used. The practical implementing of the measurement amplifies has at the basis the operational amplifiers that is capable to ensure a big gain in a wide range of frequencies and as characterized by symmetric output, amplification and input impedance very big.

Performance parameters of the system:
- Ensuring a precision of achievement of the heating diagram in the range 3 and 5 ºC;
- Achieving of an energy recovery, comparing eith the classic variant of the thermal system about 25 %, economic efficiency estimated as an average of the solutions that will be applied in industry;
- The expert system achieved will enable the obtaining of low heating speeds of 8 – 10 ºC/h.
Expert System used on Heating Processes

Quality parameters of the system:
- The functioning of the proposed solution at the series production level;
- The industrial implementation with minimum costs of the new proposed technology;
- The success rate of the application (degree of repetability of the results);
- The clarity of definition and framing of the technologic parameters according to the estimated success rate in industrial conditions.

Estimated technical performance:
- The thermal system functional revamping;
- Simplifying the thermal system elements;
- The significant growing of thermal systems durability;
- The enhance of the reliability in exploitation of the industrial thermal systems with 8 – 10 %;
- The productivity growing by reduction of technological operation and a fabrication cycle with 10 %.

Projected economic efficiency:
- The development of the production capacity by upgrading the fabrication technology;
- The productivity growing goes to the significant growing of profitability for potential economical partners, when they will produce such expert systems;
- The opportunity of valorization of product, inside and outside market, because of big demanding that exists and because the advantages that the system have;
- Growing of skill level of people by expert systems implementation.

Impact on technological development at regional level:
- Promotion at the regional level of a higher performance and quality level of the technologies/products through the collaboration among partners of the same unfavorable region;
- The increase of the competence level through re-technology based on the modernizing and research, through the initiation of the partner among the economic agents and the research-development units.

The impact on the scientific and technical medium:
- The increase of the agents’ economic capacity to assimilate in an efficient way the latest technologies and the results of the research activity;
- The development within the D-R units of the activity of promoting new materials and technologies, as well as of the advanced analysis and control techniques.

Social and medium impact:
- Social stability through the improvement of the economic medium;
- Creation of new working places and the perfecting of the working force which will assure the success of the technological transfer and the efficient implementation of the proposed solution;
- The increase of the biosecurity and bioethical levels through stimulation within the project of the responsible factors of ec. agents to enforce working discipline and the environment protection through the personnel conscience in the perspective of Romania’s adherence in the EU.

Economical impact:
- The increase of economic efficiency at the level of the beneficiary through the reducing of the manufacturing expenses and maintenance of the heating systems;
- The possibility to obtain new contracts in order to assure financial stability and investments;
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4. Expert system designed for heat treatment furnaces

Measurement and control digital systems had mainly enforced in the last decades cause to the technological revolution within electronic components domain. It is hereby obtained a bigger accuracy in digital information processing by facilitating the direct connecting with computer, a bigger speed work and an increased automation degree of the process. The expert system is made on the basis of an original mathematical model theoretically and experimentally obtained. The mathematical model respects and combines static and dynamic behavior of an industrial furnace and the model of a temperature regulator with PID behavior.

Measurement and numeric control (digital) systems have mainly imposed in the last decades because the technological revolution within electronic components domain. It is thus obtained a bigger accuracy in numeric information processing by facilitating the direct connection with computer, a higher work speed and an increased automation degree of the process. It was accomplished an original “on-line” management system in closed circuit with gradual command of heating electric power and self-adaptive control with PID behavior of temperature. The hard structure is made of a command unit with thyristor connected to an electronic device specialized on its interface with an electronic computer.

The calculus program is based on an original mathematical model theoretically and experimentally obtained. The mathematical model respects and combines static and dynamic behavior of an electric furnace and the model of a temperature regulator with PID behavior. That is why the model can be used for any other furnace than the one used during experiments. As any theoretical model, it has a lot of coefficients whose identification can be made only experimentally in order to respect the constructive functional particularities of the installation.

The expert system assures the self-adjusting parameters of the temperature regulator with PID through the indicial response method of the furnace. Taking into consideration the experimental knowledge necessity of the furnace constructive functional characteristics it was made the first experiment to determine its indicial response. The gradual command of heating power was realized by using thyristor commanded in phase angle. In this case the relation between power and command angle $\psi$ is (Ciochina & Negrescu, 1999):

$$P = \frac{U^2}{R} \left( 1 - \frac{\psi}{\pi} + \frac{\sin 2\psi}{2\pi} \right)$$

(1)

The variation of command angle of $\pi$ radians corresponds to a variation of $U_{com}$ command tension from the exit of digital-analogue converter of 10 V thus, $U_{com} = 0$ V corresponds to the angle $\psi = \pi$ (rad), and $U_{com} = 10$ V corresponds to the angle $\psi = 0$ (rad). Hence there is a relation:

$$\psi = \pi - \frac{U_{com}}{10}$$

(2)
or

\[
\frac{\psi}{\pi} = 1 - \frac{U_{com}}{10} \quad (3)
\]

\[
2\psi = 2\pi - \frac{U_{com}}{5} \quad (4)
\]

It results the relation:

\[
P = \frac{U_s^2}{R} \left\{ \frac{U_{com}}{10} \sin \left( \frac{\pi U_{com}}{5} \right) \right\} \quad (5)
\]

The relation between variator theme \(U_{com}\) and the number of bitts applied to digital – analogical converter on eight bitts is:

- \(U_{com} = 10\) V – corresponds to a number of 256 bitts
- \(U_{com} = 0\) V – corresponds to a number of zero bitts

It results that at an \(U_{com}\) tension \(N\) bitts will correspond after the formula:

\[
N = \frac{U_{com} 256}{10} \quad (b\text{b}t\text{t}) \quad \text{sau} \quad U_{com} = \frac{10N}{256} \quad (6)
\]

To angle \(\psi = 0\) will correspond the power \(P = \frac{U_s^2}{R} = P_{\text{maxim}}\), and to angle \(\psi = \pi\) will correspond power \(P = 0\). Hence we can write that:

\[
P = P_{\text{MAX}} \left\{ 1 - \frac{\psi}{\pi} + \frac{\sin 2\psi}{2\pi} \right\} \quad (7)
\]

Replacing \(\psi\) we can write:

\[
P = P_{\text{MAX}} \left\{ \frac{U_{com}}{10} \sin \left( \frac{\pi U_{com}}{5} \right) \right\} \quad (8)
\]

Expressed with the help of a bitts number:

\[
P = P_{\text{MAX}} \left\{ N \frac{256}{256} + \frac{\sin 2\pi N}{2\pi} \right\} \quad (9)
\]

The program is based on a logical scheme forwards presented in figure 8.
Mathematical model correspond to the following steps:

I. Parameters initialization:
1°. Consign temperature (CONSEMN) (°C)
2°. Proportionality band (BP) (%): 5% … 40%
3°. Hysteresis (HISZ) meaning \( |\theta_{\text{measured}}(t) - \theta_{\text{programmed}}(t)| \): 2°C … 5°C
4°. Initial power applied to furnace (EF) (%): \((60 \ldots 80) \times P_{\text{MAX}}/100\)
5°. Time (TIME), (min)
6°. Sampling quantum (K): 10 … 15 seconds
7°. Estimate time (TIME_ESTIM) of \( T_u \) and \( V_{\text{MAX}} \) parameters: 3 … 4 min
8°. Admitted maximum deviation (ABATERE) meaning:
\[
\max |\theta_{\text{measured}}(t) - \theta_{\text{estimat}}(t)|: 1\ldots3\,^\circ C
\]

II. The furnace is at ambient temperature thus we apply an initial power equal to that which was adjusted at aforementioned point 4° (EF).
III. When the furnace temperature $\theta(t)$ has the value:

$$\theta(t) \geq \text{CONSEMN} - \frac{75}{100} \times BP \times \text{CONSEMN}$$

(10)

We will verify the Hysteresis condition:

$$|\text{CONSEMN} - \theta(t)| \leq \frac{\text{HISZ}}{2}$$

(11)

If temperature respects this condition the power must not be modified ($\Delta P=0$).

If the measured temperature does not respect this condition it should be applied a supplementary power step after the following algorithm:

1°. Sampling quantum (expressed in seconds) is $K$ and sampling time ($\text{TIMP\_ESTIM}$) (expressed in minutes) it will result a quanta number:

$$\text{number} = \frac{\text{TIMP\_ESTIM} \times 60}{K}$$

(12)

In time range $\text{TIMP\_ESTIM}$ we will memorize the temperatures values measured at equal time intervals ($K$) in the rank:

$$\text{TEMP\_TC}_j$$

where $j$ index is varying from a maximum value of quanta number, aforementioned number (in logical scheme - see A block).

2°. It applies a supplementary power step to the furnace: $5/100 \times \text{P\_MAX}$.

Taking into consideration the approximate linear variations on small time intervals of 3-4 minutes order ($\text{TIMP\_ESTIM}$) we could estimate the evolution of temperature in the furnace if it was not applied the above power step.

We note with (1) the variation of temperature in furnace measured in 0-T interval ($T=\text{TIMP\_ESTIM}$) in figure 9. Without supplementary power step the temperature evolved in (T-2T) interval after curve (1), which we could approximate as AB line noted with (2) on a smaller time interval (T-3T/2). The line gradient (2) is calculated like this:

We trace a line 0A and measure it in moment $T/2$ as a difference:

$$\theta\left(\frac{T}{2}\right) = \frac{\text{TEMP\_TC}_2[0]}{2} + \frac{\text{TEMP\_TC}_2[T]}{2} = \text{ECART}$$

(13)

We prolong the line 0A until it meets C point where the ordinate value will be:

$$\text{DREAPTA}[2T] = 2 \times \text{TEMP\_TC}_2[2T] - \text{TEMP\_TC}_2[0]$$

(14)

We find B point by decreasing for five times the value of temperature range, value which is experimentally determined for temperature tangent variations not bigger than $1^\circ\text{C}/\text{min}$.

In order to estimate temperature I made the row:

$$\text{BETA}[q] = \text{DREAPTA}[\text{numar}] + q \times$$

$$\left(\left[\text{DREAPTA}[2 \times \text{numar}] - 5 \times \text{ECART}\right] - \text{DREAPTA}[\text{numar}]\right) / \text{numar}$$

(15)
where \( q \) index is varying from 0 to a maximum value= number (in logical scheme see the B block).

Fig. 9. Graphical representation of the estimation model of temperature evolution.

3°. In \((T-2T)\) time interval we verify the condition:

\[
\text{TEMP}_2[q] - \text{BETA}_2[q] \leq \text{ABATERE}
\]  
(16)

For \( q=1 \ldots \) number, meaning the maximum deviation between the measured value and the estimate one which should not excel the adjusted value.

The last index \( q \) that satisfies the above condition will give us \( T_u \) into a first estimation:

\[
T_u = q \times K
\]

4°. At the end of \( T \) period we can calculate \( V_{\text{max}} \), according to figure 10, which graphically represent the determination method of calculus parameters implied in the calculus of PID continuous regulator.

\[
V_{\text{max}} = \frac{\theta(T) - \theta(i \cdot K)}{T - i \cdot K}
\]  
(17)

where \( i \cdot K = T_u \), the one from the first estimation (point 3°).

But \( V_{\text{max}} \) can be also expressed as:

\[
V_{\text{max}} = \frac{\theta(i \cdot K)}{i \cdot K - i_m}
\]  
(18)

This will let us recalculate the time \( T_u \):

\[
T_u = t_m = i \cdot K \cdot \frac{\theta(i \cdot K)}{V_{\text{max}}}
\]  
(19)
IV. At the end of T period we could calculate:

\[ \Delta W = K_R \left( \int_0^T \theta_{\text{masurat}}(t) \, dt - \int_0^T \theta_{\text{estimat}}(t) \, dt \right) \]

\[ \frac{\Delta W}{T} = P(T) - P(0) \]  

In relation (21) P (0) represents the old power step and P (T) the new power applied to the furnace. It results:

\[ K_R = \frac{T \int_0^T \theta_{\text{masurat}}(t) \, dt - \int_0^T \theta_{\text{estimat}}(t) \, dt}{T \int_0^T (P(T) - P(0))} \]  

Now we know the next parameters at the end of T period: T_u, V_{max} and K_R, which are essential to recalculate the parameters K_P, T_I and T_D in the case of a continuous PID regulator.

V. In order to reach the desired temperature \( \theta_{\text{consenn}} \) it will be necessary to apply a power step:

\[ \Delta P = K_R \left[ K_P \left( \theta_{\text{consenn}} - \theta(T) \right) + \frac{1}{T_i} \int_0^T \left( \theta_{\text{consenn}} - \theta(t) \right) dt + T_d \frac{d(\theta_{\text{consenn}} - \theta(t))}{dt} \right] \]  

Fig. 10. Graphical calculus model used in determining the parameters of continuous PID regulator.
where $K_P$, $T_I$ and $T_D$ will be calculated accordingly to the next empirical rules deducted by applying Ziegler-Nichols method (the method of indicial response):

$$K_P = \frac{\theta_{\text{consmn}}}{1.7 \cdot V_{\text{max}} \cdot T_u \cdot 100} \quad T_I = 2T_u, T_D = 2T_u$$

It results:

$$\Delta P = K \cdot R \left[ \frac{\theta_{\text{consmn}}}{1.7 \cdot V_{\text{max}} \cdot T_u \cdot 100} (\theta_{\text{consmn}} - \theta(T)) + \frac{1}{2T_u} \cdot \frac{\theta(0) - \theta(T) + \theta(0) - \theta(T)}{2T_u} \frac{T}{T} \right] \quad (24)$$

VI. After calculating the power step $\Delta P$ necessary for reaching the prescribed consign temperature (CONSEMN) we will measure a difference $\varepsilon = \theta(t) - \text{CONSEMN}$ and after a period of 30 seconds we will measure again:

$$\varepsilon = \theta(t) - \text{CONSEMN} \quad (25)$$

If the time $(\text{time})$ overcomes the adjusted value $(\text{TIME})$, the adjusting process ends (block STOP from logical scheme). If not, we will continue testing if it takes place a diminishing of the distance between measured and prescribed temperature in these 30 seconds $(\text{CONSEMN})$, $\varepsilon \geq \varepsilon^*$. If the distance increases is obvious that we should recalculate the power step $\Delta P$. If the distance decreases ($\varepsilon < \varepsilon^*$), but $\varepsilon > 0$, we will recalculate $\varepsilon^*$ and $\varepsilon$ (back to block (C) from logical scheme).

According to research methodology presented the constructive-functional improvement of heat treatments installations for copper alloys realized on determination base through experimental methods of theoretical mathematical models parameters. These demonstrate the complexity of the construction and functioning of these installations. This expert system assures the accuracy and uniformity of temperature within charge.

The experimental researches were made at Faculty of Materials Science and Engineering, The “Gh. Asachi” Technical University of Iasi, within the department of Plastic Processing and Heat Treatments, at S.C. “COMES” S.A. Savinesti, Neamt and at S.C. “PETROTUB” S.A Roman, Neamt, Romania.

The installation used for experiments was a CE 10-6.6.4 electric furnace made by „Independenta” Sibiu, Romania and having a command, adjust and control panel made once with the furnace by the same productive firm. This type of installation can be found in the use of many heat treatments departments of the firms from the entire country not only in machine constructions domain or metallurgical one.

5. Conclusion

In order to obtain the precision of temperature (imposed by the technological demands) it was replaced the panel within the furnace with an original leading system and the uniformity of temperature in charge was realized an auxiliary heating device closed muffle type where the pieces were placed. The necessity of using an auxiliary heating device came...
from the conclusions of the experiments made with the initial heat treatment installation no-
load and on load that showed the existence of some high temperature differences unallowable for copper alloys especially at the furnace arch and base of hearth.
Choice criteria for muffle form and material start from the phenomena of the complex heat
transfer within the furnace, the furnace construction (useful space and heating elements
disposal), the treated charge type (alloy, shape and dimensions for the pieces, pieces laying
in the auxiliary heating device), the characteristics of used metallic materials (high alloyed
refractory steels) such as mechanical strength at high temperatures, resistance to creep,
refractoriness, thermal conductivity.
There of it was used the auxiliary heating device of T20CrNi370 austenitic alloy - SR-EN
6855-98.
From the dependency analysis between the view factors value between two parallel surfaces
where there exist heat transfer through radiation and the distance size between that surfaces
it results that the muffle walls must be as closer as possible to the heating elements
(mounted in the walls).
From the conclusions of thermal fields in closed metallic muffle cubic and cuboids
(presented in the fourth chapter of the paper) we chosen the cubic form with the dimensions
450x450x450 [mm] for the auxiliary heating device. The construction was welded in closed
variant without cover sealing.
The expert system contains a hard structure and a specialized soft. Both were realized by
taking into consideration the specific of the used installation (furnace power, thermocouples
type, the indicial response of the furnace) and they form an „ON-LINE” self adaptive
leading system in closed circuit with PID temperature adjusting.
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Expert systems represent a branch of artificial intelligence aiming to take the experience of human specialists and transfer it to a computer system. The knowledge is stored in the computer, which by an execution system (inference engine) is reasoning and derives specific conclusions for the problem. The purpose of expert systems is to help and support user’s reasoning but not by replacing human judgement. In fact, expert systems offer to the inexperienced user a solution when human experts are not available. This book has 18 chapters and explains that the expert systems are products of artificial intelligence, branch of computer science that seeks to develop intelligent programs. What is remarkable for expert systems is the applicability area and solving of different issues in many fields of architecture, archeology, commerce, trade, education, medicine to engineering systems, production of goods and control/diagnosis problems in many industrial branches.
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